Snow Calling

Cut one, cut two, cut three and four
Tiny little snowflakes from white paper.

Hang one, hang two, hang three and four
Upon the windows and the door.

Clap one, clap two, clap three and four
And from the sky the snow shall soar.
Snow Blessing

As the snow falls from the sky
It's time to dress and go outside
And raise your arms and your face
To be taken to that sacred place.

Bless the sky and bless the earth!
At the end there comes rebirth.
Peace will come unto us all,
Releasing harmony as snowflakes fall.
Snow Faeries

Snow faeries come in the night,
When the snow is glistening bright,
And leave their patterns in the snow,
And then they go.

Where did they go? Come back!
They left no footprints for to track.
Snow faeries left their patterns in snow.
Where'd they go?
Candlelit Snow

I lit a little candle.
I set it on the snow.
And I spoke a winter's blessing
As the sun was getting low.
Winter's Moon

The winter moon is looking down,
With her face so white and round,
And seeing all the children fast asleep,
She blesses them each.